
EOS ICE Max Triple wavelength 755+808+1064nm Diode Laser hair removal device

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1qk5UHTdAE&t=

1. The whole machine shell is with Injection mold, very agronomic and luxury.

1. Touch screen

2. Handle Pendant

3. Vacumm Laser Handle

4. Key Switch

5. Machine Host

6. Decorative Light Board

7. Ultralight Laser Handle

8. Handle Pendant

9. Emergency Stop Button

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1qk5UHTdAE&t=


2. Double certificate. Medical CE and FDA.
1). German TUV website. https://www.tuev-sued.de/industry_and_consumer_products/certificates
Our company name: Zhengzhou PZ Laser Slim Technology Co., Ltd
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpvKTQpWPKs

2). FDA website. https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfPMN/pmn.cfm
Our company name: Zhengzhou PZ Laser Slim Technology Co., Ltd

1. Cooling FanWindow

2. Ultra-light Laser Handle Window

3. Electric Cooling Window

4. Vacuum Laser Handle Window

5. Foot switch Socket

6. Water Inlet 7. Air switch

8. FilterWindow 9. Water Outlet

10. Ultra-light Laser Handle plug

11. Vacuum Laser Handle plug

12. Safety Socket

13. Power Socket

14. Overflow

https://www.tuev-sued.de/industry_and_consumer_products/certificates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpvKTQpWPKs
https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfPMN/pmn.cfm


510k Nummer: K180353
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeoUpY4HioI

3. 3 wavelength Alex 755 + Diode 808 + Yag 1064nm into one Applicator for all skin

type from I-VI.
A: Alex 755nm Wavelength for the widest range of hair types and color- especially light-colored and thin
hair.Treatment areas such as the eyebrows and upper lip.
B: The classic 808nm Wavelength offers deep penetration the hair follicle with high average performance, a
high repetition rate and a large spot size for quick treatment. Treatment areas such as the arms, legs, cheeks
and beard.
C: Yag 1064nm Wavelength specialized for darker skin types.Treatment areas such as the scalp, arm pits
and pubic areas.

By combining the absorption and penetration levels of three different wavelengths, together with the
treatment coverage, the comfort and the low maintenance of the diode laser, the EOS ICE Max achieves the
safest and most comprehensive hair removal treatment.

4. 450g/180g Ultralight diode laser handle, insides we adapt Alma design. It more light than

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeoUpY4HioI


light traditional (742g) and more easier hold it. Even if your female beautician work 8 hours

every day, no tired. Most important, the sapphire crystal and laser bar are one-piece

encapsulation, almost no any energy loss.

5. Two kinds of handpieces.

1). 450g Patent Ultralight handpieces with LCD screen (appear each treatment shots).

A. Triple wavelength 755+808+1064nm into one applicator

B. 15 pieces German DILAS laser bars, highest energy is 2400W.

C. Big spot size 15*25mm, saving your treatment time.

D. Special patent design facial tip, easily treat areas that are normally hard to reach,

including the ears, nostrils and glabella.

E. Life span up to 50 million shots. There are shot counter on machine interface. According



to our experiences, you need not to change it within 2 years.

450g Patent Ultralight handpieces Facial tip for nose and ear hair

removal treatment

450g Patent Ultralight handpieces with facial tip



OLCD screen of Ultralight diode laser handpiece

appear each treatment shots

Spot size: 15*25mm



2). 180g High speed vacuum assisted technology applicators. 15x40mm spot size enabling

use of low-fluence and a unique mechanism works without gel. Ideal for treating larger body

areas, quickly and comfortably.

A. Triple wavelength 755+808+1064nm into one applicator

B. 15 pieces German DILAS laser bars, highest energy is 2400W.

C. Life span up to 50 million shots. There are shot counter on machine interface. According

to our experiences, you need not to change it within 2 years.

Spot size: 15*40mm



6. 4 technology excellent Cooling system: Air + Water + Semiconductor + Electric

Refrigerator. Strong cooling and Instantaneous Sapphire temperature cools down -5°C,

Painless treatment, comfortable to the whole treatment. And 24 hours continuous working.

High power semiconductor electric

refrigerator originally imported

from USA.



7. Hardware design customized especial for beginner. two work mode, expert mode

and intelligent mode.
A. Intelligent Mode: According to your patients skin type, hair color and hair texture, it automatic offer
clinical treatment parameters to help beginner do treatment.
B. Expert Mode for professional Doctor and Therapists.



8. Universal wheel very easy to move, you can very easy to move machine to any treatment



room.

9. The screen can be adjusted according to the height of the operator, very humanization.

10. Humanized design plug, very easy to insert it and take it out.



11. External Water filter, we use specific Gravity magnet, no any screws. Very easy to

change it no need to open whole back machine shell.

12. Fuse design with hand screws, you can easily change the fuse in future maintenance.

Filter for high speed vacuum

diode laser handle

Water filter for Ultralight

diode laser handle



13. Very easy to assemble EOS ICE Max when you receive it, just need install two handles,

inject enough distilled and pure water, then turn on the machine.

14. Germany TUV approved laser power supply.



15. Water pump import from Italy. It can make sure best water flow, work

continue 24 hours.

More photos as follows.















Laser engraving your LOGO on machine body

We can use laser engraving your

LOGO on this place.



When you start the machine, LOGO

light color is blue. Or you can choose

light color according to your demand.



All accessories will send it to you as follows.

1. The main module (apparatus body)

2. Ultralight diode laser handle with facial tip

3. High speed vacuum assisted technology handle

4. Foot switch

5. Operator glasses

6. Customer goggle

7. Power cable

8. Key to start the device (2 pieces.)

9. Water injection pipe

10. Fuses

11. Screws

12. User manual.



Inside of our diode laser machine











Package information

It packaged in AluminiumAlloy Case with thick sponge, it is very safe for the long

distance shipping.

There are two packages for EOS ICE Max triple wavelength 755+808+1064nm diode

laser hair removal machine. One big package for machine body, another small package

for 2 handles.

Big package size: 129*73*66cm, Weight: 76kg

Small package size: 63*45*17cm, Weight: 6kg

Wifi remote Control System

1. Geographical Position Navigation Function like GPS, through this App, you can know

where is your machine. ( which state? which city? which road? )

2. Through App background, you can know whether your machine work, and how many

time does it work. You can print all those information. Through analysis those information,

you can know which clinics are doing well. Then those clinics are your important customers.



3. Business model:

A: Installment business model:Within required time, if customers not pay for required

money, you can remote stop the machine through administer App. After customer pay for

you, then you can remote control start machine.

For example: You sign an installment contract with your customer, it said pay for all money

through 4 months. You can set time on App. End of first month, App will remind you there

are an installment request for one machine, if this customer not pay for it to you, you can

remote stop machine untill he pay for it. And there are also payment remind on machine

interface for your customer.

B. Rent system: for different machine, you can rent your machine according to required

time or shots.

For diode laser hair removal machine, you can do double constraints: shot number and time.

For example: 200,000 shots and 30 days. after 20 days, it already use 200,000 shots, the

machine will stop work. After 30 days, it only use 150,000 shots, the machine also will stop

work. Whichever comes first is whichever.

This is avoid customers overuse of machines, and for long time, he not use machine.

You are the top manager on App, you can sent account for every machines, customer need

user account start the machine when he first start it.

4. This App also offer CRM ( Customer relationship management system)

function. You can set one account for your customer, through this account, the customer can

login machine operate system. This CRM backstage, you can see which account machine



work, and how long it work every day. Then will you know whether this clinic or spa

business well. You will know which one is your important customer.

You can set time for Installment business model and Rent system. End of you set date, the

machine will stop work.

For diode laser hair removal machine, you also can set treatment shots for Rent System.


